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Students’ Art Work Goes Public!
Sawir gacmeedka ama farshaxanka ay ardadu sameeysay ayaa loo soo
bandhigay dadwenaha.
Message from the Principal
The four weeks before
Christmas is the church
season of Advent.
The
word Advent comes from
the Latin 'adventus' which
means 'arrival' or 'coming'.
This time for Christians is a
season of hope and
preparation
for
the
celebration of the birth of
Jesus.
We also look
forward to the time that
Jesus will come again.
So Advent is for looking
forward with joy and
expectation. This is just
what everyone connected
with St Alban’s Academy is
doing as we prepare for an
exciting future in new
premises designed for
inspirational 21st century
learning and we eagerly
anticipate the opening of
our sixth
form later
in the new
year.

Acetate and card design by Divine Mbongo
Art students in Year 11 will once
again be exhibiting at St Martin
in
the
Bullring
church
throughout December. The
theme this year is ‘waiting’. The
students have been investigating
micro photography and looking
at animal and plant cells, so
their idea is ‘waiting for new
life’. The exhibits will include
mixed media, paintings and
photographs of ceramic pieces.

The students’ creative input has
been in demand recently as they
also contributed ideas for glass
designs in the new academy
building, working alongside a
professional artist and the
architects.
Everyone
now
understands
the
high
expectations that are placed on
design teams and realises what
an important contribution Art
makes to modern society!

New Building Update

Mr Dickinson
says...

“The progress continues to accelerate, with the
internal finishes in some classrooms now complete. The floor
to the dining hall has just had its first preparatory coating and it
is anticipated that it will be completed soon. The same can be
said of the Design Technology area. Carpets have now been laid
in many of the other areas.
Internal wall cladding is nearing completion and all looks good.
External landscaping has progressed extremely well and the front
entrance outline can now clearly be seen. Hopefully, you have
noticed that the glass curtain walls are now in place.”

Medical Insights
The world of medicine is a
fascinating one to many of our
students and as the British
National Health Service is the
biggest employer in the country
- indeed one of the top 3 largest
employers in the world - we

want to introduce our young
people to the huge range of
careers available.
Birmingham
Metropolitan
College offers a number of
medical courses which qualify
students
for
satisfying,
interesting well paid careers in
the NHS with good progression
opportunities into more senior
medical
and
managerial
positions.
14 Year 10 students visited the
college in October and took part
in 4 workshops which introduced
them to some lesser known
careers in the NHS.

Students learned that there is
more to the NHS than doctors
and nurses and hopefully they
will consider a wider range of
clinical careers when thinking
about their futures.

A Day in the Life of...

Mrs Butler - Librarian
8am:

Arrive at school – the
breakfast club, opened earlier
by Mrs Harrison, is already buzzing with students. Superb support from the student librarians
who ‘man the desk’ leaves me
free to support those needing
homework help or advice on
what to read.

8.25: Students go to class. I
need to plan the week ahead –
at the moment much of this
involves getting ready for the
move to our amazing new building. I take in the papers and
journals we have delivered to
the academy and put them out
in the library.
9.05: I choose a new word of the
week and change the display. I
am amazed by the interest our
students show in this. It just
proves how thirsty they are for
knowledge.
9.55: First break. This is usually
exceptionally busy. At this time,
there is more of a focus on
changing books. A different
group of assistant librarians are

on hand to help out at the li- students as individuals. I am
always ready to talk about books
brary desk.
and reading – my favourite topic
of conversation.
2.45: I contact the Saltley
School librarian to talk about
the World Book Day event the
Central Collegiate Librarians are
arranging for March – the plans
are very exciting!
3.15: A little time for one of my
favourite tasks. I go through the
staff
and
student
10.10: Housekeeping time. I ‘recommended read’ forms. I
process new books to go out on
to the shelves. The students at
St Alban’s love to read and regularly borrow books so I need to
make sure there is a good supply
of new and interesting ones for
them.
10.55: Second break. Again a
busy time with Years 10 and 11.
It is good to see the journals
being used.
11.10: As the library is used as a use these to help me draw up a
form room, I take this opportu- list of books ready to buy in
nity to get out around the school January.
to deliver journals to year 11 4.00: Homework club. At this
and overdue reminders to tutor time, students come in to use
the books and computers to do
groups.
11.30: Phew! Finally a little qui- their homework; Mrs Lindsay
et time. I shelve the returned and I are always on hand to help
books and tidy the library. My if needed. I enjoy this time of
major task at the moment is to the day as you can never predict
sort a section of books into what you may be asked about.
those we are keeping and those Maths, English, Science, Geograwe no longer need; these will be phy, History, are all fine – but I
confess that I am of little help
given to charity.
12.30: Lunch time. Although the with Spanish!
library is busy, this is a chance 4.45: I shut down the computer
to talk to and get to know the and start the last of the tidying
up before homework club ends
at 5pm. Finally, I get to take a
breath!

The library is open to
students every day
before school, during
break and at lunch
time.
Come along!

Engineer of the Month

William Murdoch
(sometimes spelt as Murdock)
(21 August 1754 – 15 November
1839)

William Murdoch was a Scottish
engineer and inventor.
As a young man, Murdoch
learned the principles of
mechanics,
practical
experimentation and working in
metal and wood by assisting in
his father's work.
In 1777, at age 23, Murdoch
walked to Birmingham, a
distance of over 300 miles (480
km) to ask for a job with James
Watt,
the
steam
engine
manufacturer. Watt's partner
Matthew Boulton was so
impressed
by
Murdoch’s
inventions that he hired him!
The key invention for which
Murdoch is best known is the

application of gas lighting as a
replacement for oil and tallow
produced light. Murdoch’s house
at Redruth, Cornwall was the
first domestic residence to be lit
by gas. However, despite his
pioneering work with gas,
Murdoch never made any money
from this invention due to his
failure to obtain a patent.
Murdoch died in 1839, aged 85.
He was buried at St. Mary’s
Church, Handsworth. His life and
works are commemorated by a
statue of himself, Boulton and
Watt on Broad Street and a
dedicated carved Moonstone
memorial outside Asda, Great
Barr.

Monthly Maths Puzzle
Find four numbers, the sum of
which is 45, so that if 2 is
added to the first number, 2 is
subtracted from the second
number, the third number is
multiplied by 2 and the fourth
number is divided by 2, the
four numbers so produced are
all the same.

Dates for your diary
13th December – last day of term
for students
11th January – Target Setting Day
21st January – Y11 students on
work experience this week
18th January - official new building
opening event

Recommended
Read
‘Northern Lights’
by Philip Pullman
“In this first part
of the Dark
Materials trilogy,
Lyra's friend Roger
disappears. She and her
daemon, Pantalaimon, are
determined to find him. But
they need to learn the secrets
of the golden compass Lyra is
given, who is responsible for
the disappearing children and
who to trust before they are
captured themselves. Their
quest leads them to the bleak
splendour of the North where
a team of scientists are
conducting unspeakably
horrible experiments...”
This book has won a number
of awards and was adapted
for the film ‘The Golden
Compass’. It is a book that
should be read for so many
reasons, not just because it is
very well written, or because
it is set in a world close to our
own, or that the characters,
especially Lyra, seem so real.
I recommend it simply
because it is an amazingly
good story.
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